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Abstract—The increasing complexity of todays digital circuit designs led to the usage of abstract models. In particular, the Electronic System Level (ESL) has emerged as an area of active research. For ESL design, SystemC and its Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) framework have become the standard tools for abstract modeling. The resulting models represent both, an executable specification and a reference model for the hardware design. The correctness of these designs is important as undetected errors may propagate to less abstract levels in the design process, increasing the potential amount of work required to fix them.

To quickly ensure that implementations and reference emit the same behavior, the comparison between these abstractions needs to be both, flexible and automated. This paper presents a method to verify the simulation behavior of a given System TLM-2.0 design against TLM-2.0 protocols. The system’s structural description and its run-time behavior are translated to a single, consistent formal model. This is then used to verify that a simulation run adheres to a given protocol. The protocol compliance checks are performed using the UPPAAL model checker and applied to several TLM models.

I. INTRODUCTION

One possible solution to cope with the ever increasing complexity of electronic circuits (and their design) is designing them on higher levels of abstraction, e.g. via the Electronic System Level (ESL). In ESL, the C++-based, standardized SystemC [1] library has become the de-facto standard [20] modeling language.

One important advantage of SystemC is the support of different levels of abstraction via Transaction-Level Modeling (TLM). The TLM-2.0 standard is widely used for early system validation by supplying reference models for less abstract levels of the design process (such as Register Transfer Level (RTL) implementations). It allows designers to describe a model in terms of abstract communications using a set of rules (the base protocol) and standard interfaces. Ensuring the validity of these abstract TLM models is vital as the cost of fixing undetected protocol violations are increasingly expensive in later design steps.

The TLM-2.0 standard comes with more than 150 rules that must be adhered to when a TLM model is implemented [5] and which define the expected behavior of a TLM-2.0 compliant model. A small part of these rules specify limitations concerning the structure of TLM models (e.g. an initiator socket must be connected to a target socket). This set is called the static rules and is checked during compilation. A larger part of these rules (the dynamic rules) determines restrictions on the TLM communication and transaction attributes – and as such define a set of protocols TLM designs should adhere to.

Neither the SystemC compiler nor the TLM library detect TLM protocol violations that occur during execution. Manually verifying all rules and detecting the source of any given error is error-prone and expensive even for simple models and thus practically impossible for complex designs. Therefore, automated verification techniques that verify the compliance of a given ESL model with at least the base protocol are needed.

Generally, SystemC verification has been studied in two scopes: formal verification and simulation-based verification. Formal methods refer to model checking techniques [6]. They require the designers to specify the model in formal semantics (e.g. abstract state machines). As SystemC lacks formal semantics [25], translating SystemC models to a formal language is not a trivial task. It restricts formal methods to verify a limited range of SystemC models as several assumptions need to be imposed on a given input design (as e.g. function pointers, recursion or templates cannot easily be described formally). Moreover, state space explosion is another well-known technical restriction of model checking, preventing it to verify complex SystemC models. In simulation based verification, the behavior of SystemC models is verified during simulation. In order to trace transactions during simulation time, they usually rely on intrusive techniques that either manipulate the original source code (by inserting additional modules to the original model) [7], [4], the SystemC kernel [23] or the SystemC library [21]. Intrusive techniques either rely on expensive manual processes or have compatibility issues that reduce the degree of automation.

This paper presents a hybrid automated approach to formally verify the simulation behavior of a given SystemC TLM-2.0 model against TLM-2.0’s dynamic rules. The simulation behavior of the model is automatically extracted using the GNU debugger (GDB) [22] and transformed into a finite state machine both non-intrusively and without any restrictions concerning the original source code. This formal model is checked against most standardized TLM-2.0 rules by a model checker. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, an approximately-timed (AT) model, based on the TLM-2.0 standard, is used as an application example and several designs are tested with the given approach.
II. RELATED WORK

As mentioned in the previous section, the approaches for verifying SystemC models are mostly divided in two main categories: formal and simulation based methods.

**Formal Methods:** Many approaches [15], [14], [16], [17] have been introduced to formally verify SystemC models. They rely on translating the models to formal semantics such as state machines and verify them by checking safety properties. In [15], SystemC models are transformed into the Abstract State Machine Language (AsmL) and properties are formulated using the Property Specification Language (PSL). The translated model is verified using a model checker. In [14], a SystemC-TLM design is translated to a sequential C model and the properties are defined using PSL. Then, a monitoring logic which is based on C assertions and finite state machines is utilized to verify the properties. In [16], [17], a transformation of a given SystemC design to a timed automata model is created. The translated model is then checked by model checkers such as UPPAAL and BLAST. The method proposed in [8] formalizes the semantics of SystemC designs in terms of Kripke structures and verifies it using symbolic model checking. The authors of [19] present an approach to translate SystemC models to an Intermediate Verification Language (IVL). Then, they provide a symbolic simulator to verify the IVL.

For all of the aforementioned methods, translation of SystemC designs to formal semantics is the main challenge confining them to verify only a sub-set of SystemC models.

**Simulation-based Methods:** Several works [18], [10], [24] have been proposed to verify SystemC models using Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP). The idea of AOP is based on a source-to-source translation enabling designers to add additional code (aspects) at specific points of the original source code. In [18] the AOP technique is utilized to instrument the source code of SystemC-TLM models to trace its simulation. The traced information is checked against the properties implemented as a C++ class. In [10] SystemC source code and properties written as aspect description in XML format by users are parsed. A weaver module is used to reassemble the parsed source code and aspects. Then, a SystemC formatter module is utilized to generate SystemC source code from the woven syntax tree to check the properties during the simulation time. In [24] user code primitives are defined in property specifications by users. Then, AOP is used to instrument the SystemC source code by generating a monitor for each property to be check during the execution.

The AOP-based methods mostly depend on user interaction to define the aspects and design primitives. Additionally, the difficulty of defining and debugging AOP setups, this renders the method rather hard to use.

There are also several attempts [21], [11], [9] to verify SystemC models by Assertion-based Verification (ABV). In ABV, properties are specified as assertions (written in languages like PSL or System Verilog) and checked during simulation time. However, the methods have several disadvantages. Property formulation requires complex specification – which is done manually by the user and is challenging to be applied during simulation time. Most require the design’s original sources to be changed, making ABV as an intrusive solution.

In [7], [4] SystemC-TLM models are verified by adding some TLM protocol checkers as an external SystemC module to monitor transactions. Transactions are monitored during simulation by inserting a copy of the protocol checker between every pair of TLM modules. They check whether or not each transaction satisfies the TLM protocols. Using these protocol checkers makes the method intrusive as the original source code is manipulated.

Recently, the idea of utilizing GDB to access the run-time data of SystemC-based models was introduced [13], [12]. While GDB is originally intended to provide programmers a tool to manually modify the execution behavior of a given program, it also provides an interface to control its behavior using predefined command files. In order to extract the information automatically, such a command file is generated automatically from the debug symbols that are present in the precompiled binary. The extracted information in [13] is used to functionally verify a SystemC design against its formal specification. However, the extracted information is limited to the order of function calls, disregarding the actual values that are accepted or returned. E.g., while it is able to check whether a multiplication was executed, it cannot verify that the result is indeed the product of the two parameters. Therefore, the method only verifies the sequence activity of a given SystemC TLM-2.0 model against its formal specification and does not verify it against the TLM-2.0 protocol. The process of the run-time information extraction is presented in Fig. 1 phase 1.

### III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed method is performed in three main phases:

1) extracting the simulation behavior.
2) transforming both the extracted information and TLM rules into formal semantics and
3) checking the transformed model of the simulation behavior against a set of properties of TLM rules.

#### A. Run-time Information Retrieval

The approach is to build upon the core idea of utilizing GDB as a readily available virtual execution environment for SystemC designs [13]. The unique traits of this method, allowing designers to leave their compilation workflow untouched, simply providing a compiled file to an application that does both, a static analysis and a run-time behavior extraction, makes it the most promising candidate for the required analysis.
Note that the retrieved information must additionally include detailed data of the transactions’ attributes and the related parameters (such as transition phase or timing annotations) to describe their lifetime (which consists of an initial and a final state as well as transitions – which are invoked by method calls – and intermediate states that connect the former two). This information is required to formally model a transaction lifetime and verify it against the TLM-2.0 protocol. Therefore, the instructions in GDB command are generated specifically with regard to this case, thus altering the execution to extract the desired information about TLM transactions.

The method is extended to extract

- the role of each module taking part in the transaction. It is extracted by analyzing the type of socket which is defined for each TLM module. Only initiator socket(s) (initiator module), only target socket(s) (target module) or both initiator and target socket(s) (interconnect module) and

- the name of executed functions, their arguments’ values (e.g. transition phase, timing annotation) and return values.

In order to retrieve the transaction attributes, the GDB instructions are tailored to extract the attributes of a transaction object. These are:

- data value,
- address,
- command,
- data length,
- byte enable length,
- streaming width,
- DMI allowed and
- response status.

The extracted information is stored in a log file called run-time log.

### B. Information Translation

In order to formally verify the simulation behavior of a given TLM model against TLM-2.0 rules, three steps are needed:

1) mapping pieces of information to transactions. As the information is stored in the order of execution, transactions overlap in this log file (as method calls related to a particular transaction may be carried out at different points in time). In order to verify each particular transaction against the given protocol, this large set of data must be separated into sets that each refer to a single given transaction.

2) transforming the transaction information into timed automata to be able to formally verify it using a model checker and

3) transforming the TLM-2.0 rules into formal properties that can be used to verify the generated timed automata.

#### 1) Mapping Pieces of Information to Transactions:

The run-time log file contains unordered information about the transactions’ data and flow. The former refers to a transaction’s attributes and the related parameters to describe its lifetime such as transition phases, timing annotation and return values of communication interfaces. The latter refers to the order of TLM modules taking part in the transaction’s lifetime. To verify the simulation behavior of the model, each transaction needs to be checked against the TLM rules. These state that a transaction object is passed as a function argument to a method implementing one of the given communication interfaces (b-transport or nb-transport) with a unique reference address (call by reference). This address can be used as a transaction ID which is the main key to trace the transaction in its lifetime. However, the IDs may be re-used for new transactions as soon as an old one is discarded (as the objects are not deleted from memory but instead are kept in a pool for performance reasons). Therefore, information about the role of the modules taking part in the transaction and the return value of the communication-interfaces functions are used to detect the start and end point of the transactions’ usage to differentiate distinct transition instances using the same ID. By using this information, the run-time log is translated to a structural format (called Trans lifetime in Fig. 1) where for each transaction, the information of data and flow are defined in relation to its lifetime.

#### 2) Transforming the Transaction Information into Timed Automata:

In order to formally verify the simulation behavior of TLM models, it is necessary to transform the retrieved information into a formal model. As the extracted transactions’ lifetimes have finite steps to implement the TLM protocol and include timing information (e.g. timing phase and timing annotations), they can be transformed to a timed automata model. A timed automaton is a finite state machine controlled by clock variables.

For specifying a transaction lifetime into a timed automata model the following definitions are used.

**Definition 1.** A timed automaton $TA$ is a tuple $(L, l_0, C, A, E, I)$, where $L$ is a set of locations , $l_0 \in L$ is the initial location, $l_0$, $C$ is a set of clock variables, and $A$ is a set of actions, $E \subseteq L \times A \times B(C) \times 2C \times L$ is a set of edges, where $B(C)$ denotes a set of clock constraints, and $I : L \rightarrow B(C)$ assigns invariants to locations. The transition $l \xrightarrow{(a, g, r)} l'$ is valid when $(l, a, g, r, l') \in E$.

**Definition 2.** The semantics of a $TA$ is defined as a transition system $(S, s_0, \rightarrow)$, where $S \subseteq L \times R_{\geq 0}$ is a set of states $s_0 = (l_0, v_0)$ the initial state and $\rightarrow \subseteq S \times (R_{\geq 0} \cup A) \times S$ the transition relation. A clock valuation is a function $u : C \rightarrow R_{\geq 0}$ that maps a non-negative real value to each clock. A semantic step of a timed automaton to model the simulation behavior is defined as

$$(l, u) \xrightarrow{(a, g, r)} (l', u') \text{ iff } l \xrightarrow{(a, g, r)} l' \text{ such that } u \in g \land u' = [r \rightarrow 0]u \land u' \in I(l').$$
A transaction lifetime includes several timing steps which present the transaction creation and manipulation by TLM modules. In order to transform the transaction lifetime into a timed automaton, each step is defined as a state (location) and the set of data exchanged between modules is defined as the transition of states (edges). A timing step is defined as a location by the information of the module and the sequence number of the step. In this model, a clock variable is used to control the sequence of transitions.

A simple example illustrates how the extracted simulation behavior of a TLM model is transformed into a timed automata model: Fig. 2 illustrates a part of simulation behavior of the AT-example (gray components in Fig. 3) which is the lifetime of a single transaction. This case study is the running example presenting one of the 13 possible ways of modeling an approximate timed model of the TLM-2.0 based protocol. A transaction is created by the initiator module AT_typeA_initiator with phase BEGIN_REQ and passed through the interconnect module AT_interconnect to reach the target module AT_typeE_target. The target module returns TLM_COMPLETED when it receives the transaction.

The timed automaton TA_0x7054f0_1 formally denotes the simulation behavior of Fig. 2 based on definition 1:

\[ L = \{ l_0 : \text{seq}_0 \text{.AT.typeA_initiator}, \]
\[ l_1 : \text{seq}_1 \text{.AT.interconnect}, \]
\[ l_2 : \text{seq}_2 \text{.AT.typeE_target}, \]
\[ l_3 : \text{seq}_3 \text{.AT.interconnect}, \]
\[ l_4 : \text{seq}_4 \text{.AT.typeA_initiator} \}

\[ t_0 = \text{seq}_0 \text{.AT.typeA_initiator} \]
\[ C = \{ \text{clk} \} \]
\[ A = \emptyset \]
\[ E = \{ (1,11), (1,12), (1,13), (1,14) \} \]
\[ I : l_1 \rightarrow \text{clk} \leq 1, \]
\[ l_2 \rightarrow \text{clk} \leq 2, \]
\[ l_3 \rightarrow \text{clk} \leq 3, \]
\[ l_4 \rightarrow \text{clk} \leq 4 \]

The clock variable clk is initialized to zero and then used in two clock conditions. First, the invariant $\text{clk} \leq \text{maxtime}$ indicates that the corresponding location must be left before clk becomes greater than maxtime, and the guard $\text{clk} = \text{maxtime}$ enables the corresponding edge at mintime. $A = \emptyset$ denotes that all transitions between locations are internal transition. It means that a transition is taken if only the guard condition of the edge is satisfied.

The operational semantics of the timed automaton TA_0x7054f0_1 is thus formulated (based on definition 2):

\[ (l_0, \text{clk} \leq 0) \rightarrow \text{clk} = 0 \]
\[ (l_1, \text{clk} \leq 1) \]
\[ (l_2, \text{clk} \leq 2) \]
\[ (l_3, \text{clk} \leq 3) \]

The parameter $3 \leq 1 ; T_1$ is defined as an assignment statement when a transition is taken from $l_1$ to $l_{i+1}$. It sets the value of transaction attributes and the value of corresponding variables describing the transaction flow.

3) Transforming TLM Rules into Formal Properties: Like the simulation behavior of TLM models, the TLM-2.0 rules need to be formally expressed in a well-defined language in order to compare the former to the latter. Properties are specified using a subset of Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) [2] and described in the language of temporal logic. The language includes state formulas and path formulas. State formulas are expressions that are checked for a state, while path formulas evaluate whether a given state formula is satisfied over paths by any reachable state.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 phase 2, TLM rules are transformed from the textbook specification written in the TLM documentation into a set of template properties. This process is done manually (once) to create a database of predefined temporal properties. TLM rules are defined formally using pre-defined symbols which are taken from the field of temporal logic using the following definitions.

Definition 3. If $p$ and $q$ are a property of states, then the temporal logic formula:

- Exists eventually $p$ (E $\langle \rightarrow p$) describes that there is a path that leads to a state in which $p$ holds.
- Exists globally $p$ (E $[ p$) describes that there is a path in which $p$ holds for all the states of the path.
- Always globally $p$ (A $[ p$) describes that $p$ holds for all states of all paths.
- Always eventually $p$ (A $\langle \rightarrow p$) describes that all paths $p$ hold for at least one state of the path.
- $q$ always leads to $p$ (q $\rightarrow p$) describes any path that starts with a state in which $q$ holds later reaches a state in which $p$ holds.

The Template properties database contains the properties to verify both the transaction semantics and the functionality of TLM communication. There are 40 of template properties, of which 15 are defined to verify the semantics of a transaction and 25 are used to check the compliance of the communication semantics against TLM-2.0 rules.

As an example of transaction semantics rules, the TLM rules related to the default value of a transaction address attribute is considered. The textbook specification of this rule in TLM-2.0 documentation is as follow:

"The default value of a transaction response status must be equal to TLM_INCOMPLETE_RESPONSE."

Due to definition 3, the formal definition of this statement is as follow:

\[ (l_i, \text{transact.tstatus} == 0) \rightarrow (l_{i+1}, \text{transact.tstatus} == 0) \] where $l_i, l_{i+1} \in E$, $i = 0$

As the temporal logic does not support enumerate types, the possible values of all TLM-2.0 enumeration types are denoted by integer values. In case of the transaction response status attribute $\text{transact.tstatus}$ the enumeration value TLM_INCOMPLETE_RESPONSE and TLM_OK_RESPONSE are defined by 0 and 1, respectively.

The TLM-2.0 communication semantics rules on the other hand define how the communication should be carried out. The textbook specification of this rule in TLM-2.0 documentation is as follow:

"A phase transition can only take place if the return-value of the non-blocking transport is TLM_UPDATED."

Based on definition 3, the formal presentation of this rule is as follow:

\[ (l_i, \text{tlm\_return\_status} = 2 \&\& \text{transact.tphase} == 't') \rightarrow (l_{i+1}, \text{tlm\_return\_status} = 't') \] where $l_i, l_{i+1} \in E$, $i > 0$
The \textit{tlm\_retun\_stus} is an integer variable that denotes the return value of the non-blocking transport function. The enumeration value \textit{NO\_RETURN, TLM\_ACCEPTED, TLM\_UPDATED} and \textit{TLM\_COMPLETED} are specified by 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. \textit{transact\_tphase} refers to the transition phase of the TLM transaction (such as \textit{BEGIN\_REQ}).

\section{C. TLM Protocol Compliance Checking}

In order to verify the formal presentation of the simulation behavior of a given TLM design, UPPAAL [3], a model checker that supports the timed automata model, is used. In UPPAAL, a query is a property that may or may not hold for the system. The UPPAAL query language is a sub-set of TCTL, denoting properties using a temporal logic language.

To verify a transaction's behavior using UPPAAL,

1) each transaction lifetime is defined as a system,

2) the queries are automatically generated from the template properties stored in the \textit{Template properties} database and

3) the generated properties are added to the \textit{Timed automata model}.

The \textit{Timed automata model} thus contains both, the formal presentation of the simulation behavior of TLM models and the required properties to check the compliance of TLM-2.0 rules. The model checker gets the \textit{Timed automata model} as an input file and verifies the system. The results of this compliance check are reported by the model checker, including the satisfied properties and violated ones.

\section{IV. Experimental Evaluation}

The proposed method has been applied to several SystemC TLM-2.0 models provided by Doulos [4] that cover all TLM-2.0 core-interfaces (i.e. transport interfaces and direct memory), the base protocol and coding styles (e.g. loosely-timed and approximately-timed). To demonstrate the benefits of the proposed method, the simulation behavior of the \textit{AT-example} is altered to violate some TLM-2.0 rules.

The model checker UPPAAL 4.1 is used to verify the extracted timed automata of each case study. The analysis has been performed on a PC equipped with 8 GB RAM and an Intel core i7-2760QM CPU running at 2.4 GHz.

\subsection{A. Case Study: AT-example}

The \textit{AT-example} design consists of multiple approximately-timed (AT) initiators and targets, as well as an AT interconnect. It includes nine TLM designs, implementing 9 of the 13 TLM-2.0 base protocol’s specified transaction protocols. The unused transaction protocols are trivial cases such as transactions that are responded immediately after initiation.

The traced transactions of each sub-design are automatically defined as a system in UPPAAL semantics. To model the lifetime of each transaction, it needs to be defined in terms of states (locations) and their transitions (edges).

For each transaction, the following steps are applied to map the transaction lifetime onto UPPAAL’s timed automata format with respect to definition 1 and 2:

- the name of each system is denoted by \textit{TA\_ID\_number} showing a transaction with the ID and the number of reputation,

- each sequence in the transaction lifetime is mapped onto a location (which is specified by number of sequence, the root name of TLM module and its instance name),

- the transaction’s attributes and its related parameters of each sequence are mapped onto assignments for each transition and

- the invariant \textit{clk} is defined to control the sequence of transitions.

As an example, the first system in Table I shows the first transaction using ID \texttt{0x7054f0}. Fig. 4 illustrates the result of mapping the extracted transaction lifetime onto UPPAAL timed automata. The node with double circle specifies the initial state and each node is specified by a name and an invariant. The assignment statements on each edge express the value of transaction’s attributes and all related parameters to describes its flow. The related parameters are the simulation time \textit{simulation\_time}, the return value of function call \textit{tlm\_retun\_stus}, the type of socket \textit{s\_type} and flags to check the timing phase \textit{breq, ereq, brsp} and \textit{ersp}. The struct \textit{transact} is defined to specify the value of transaction attributes (\textit{data, address, cmd, dlength, tstatus}), the phase of the transition (\textit{tphase}) and its timing annotations (\textit{delay}) using integer values. As UPPAAL only supports integer values, all enumeration types of TLM-2.0 are mapped onto integer values.
In order to verify the AT-example design, several queries are automatically generated for each system using the proposed method. To evaluate the generated queries, two types of possible faults have been defined and injected to the original design. FaultA and FaultB which are related to transaction attributes and communication semantics respectively.

1) FaultA: transaction semantics: This fault changes the value of a transaction’s attribute and the related parameters to describe its lifetime. It might change the right value either to the wrong value in acceptable range of the TLM-2.0 enumeration data type (i.e. predefined protocol value) or an out of range value. As illustrated in Table III first row, the default value of transaction response status attribute must be set to TLM_INCOMPLETE_RESPONSE. A transaction semantic fault might change it to TLM_OK_RESPONSE that is one of the TLM-2.0 predefined protocol values but may be invalid in the given context. Fault number 2 in Table III describes the instances of FaultA which change the value of the transaction attribute to a non-predefined protocol value. The query that detects these is:

\[
\text{faultStatus} = \begin{cases} 
\text{TLM_OK_RESPONSE} & \text{if } \text{transact.dlength} > 0 \\
\text{TLM_INCOMPLETE_RESPONSE} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
2) FaultB: communication semantics: This fault refers to the modifiability of transaction attributes by different types of modules, base protocol rules concerning TLM-2.0 core-interfaces, phase sequences and timing annotations. As shown in Table III, the data length attribute shall be set by the initiator module and shall not be overwritten by the interconnect module – fault number 3 refers to a violation of this rule. Fault number 4 is a similar case, where an interconnect module modifies the response_status value. Fault number 5 refers to a case that corrupts the TLM-2.0 core interfaces and the transaction phase sequences by using the wrong order of sent requests. As an example the following query is defined to detect FaultB-4:

\[
\text{(system}\_0x7054f0\_1\_seq1\_AT\_interconnect\_interconnect \& \& \text{transact.tstatus} == 0) \rightarrow \\
\text{(system}\_0x7054f0\_1\_seq2\_AT\_typeE\_target\_targetE \& \& \text{transact.tstatus} == 0)
\]

The query means that for the system system\_0x7054f0\_1 in state seq1\_AT\_interconnect\_interconnect where the status value tstatus of the transaction struct transact is equal zero, the transition to the next state seq2\_AT\_typeE\_target\_targetE should leave the value of transact.tstatus unchanged.

Table I demonstrates the experimental results of verifying the AT-example using the proposed method. The System column presents the name of each transaction of the AT-example which is defined as a system in UPPAAL. The Modules column demonstrates which type of modules belong to each sub-design of the AT-example. The TSeq column shows the number of sequences related to each transaction lifetime. The Queries column presents the number of queries generated by the proposed method to verify each system. The generated queries have been applied to three copies of the AT-example design. Three columns Original Model, FaultA and FaultB show the result of applying the proposed verification method to the AT-example without any manipulation and with injected fault types FaultA and FaultB respectively. For each of these columns, the Satisfied, Violated and VT sub-columns illustrate the number of satisfied queries, violated queries and the time to verify all queries by UPPAAL respectively.

For the original model, all queries are satisfied, meaning the design follows all TLM-2.0 rules. In case of the AT-example with FaultA, two models of this fault are defined and injected to the original source code of the AT-example. As it shown in Table I, these faults cause two violations over the generated queries of each system. FaultA-2 changes the transaction data length attribute to a negative value. In case of the AT-example with FaultB, the number of violated queries for each system is different depending on which TLM-2.0 base protocol transaction is used. This is because each transaction may contain a different number of states, with individual queries (all inheriting the same “overall” parent query) verifying different transactions concerning the same rule. E.g. a rule violation that alters the payload size between states 1 and 2 is detected in a different query than the one that alters the payload size between states 2 and 3.

The P/VMU column shows the value of resident memory over virtual memory usage peaks when checking a property using the UPPAAL model checker. As UPPAAL considers each query separately, for each system the maximum P/VMU over all queries has been reported.

The complete results of applying the proposed method to verify different TLM-2.0 designs are presented in Table II using the same scenarios (Original Model, FaultA and FaultB). The LOC, Comp, Trans and TM columns present the complexity and difference of each design in terms of lines of code, number of components, number of transaction and the timing model, respectively. The UTrans column shows how many different base protocol transactions are implemented in each design. The Seq column shows the number of lines related to the unique behavioral information that has been extracted during the execution of each design. The TotalT column illustrates the total time required to verify each design using the proposed method. It consists of two parts: the time required to check the whole queries for each design (VT) and the time spent to extract its simulation behavior (ET). The CExeT column is the time required to compile and execute each design using GCC without applying the proposed method.

In Table II, the faulty AT-example and Locking-two designs have different LOC and Comp values than the original models. These differences result from the custom base protocol checkers that were included in both designs and that needed to be removed to create faulty models. As the complexity of the faulty models in both cases decreased, the value of parameters Seq, ET and CExeT related to this complexity reduced as well.

B. Integration and Discussion

The proposed method is able to automatically retrieve the simulation behavior of a given SystemC TLM-2.0 implementation and formally verify it against TLM-2.0 rules.

In comparison to the formal verification methods that are restricted to a sub-set of SystemC models because of several pre-conditions and pre-assumptions on SystemC implementations, the proposed method has no limitation on how and which SystemC constructs are used to implement an ESL design. Although the proposed method does not assure the validity of the model like formal methods (as it verifies the model’s simulation behavior instead of its formal specification), it makes a trade-off between the accuracy of the model to check the compliance of the model and its applicability to verify a wide range of SystemC designs.

Unlike simulation based verification approaches that rely on manipulating the original source code or modifying the SystemC library and/or interfaces to verify the run-time information, the proposed method verifies the detailed simulation behavior of a given TLM model without any modification of the user’s implementation and the standard tool flow. It means that the proposed method provides the designers with a non-intrusive and an easy-to-use TLM protocol compliance checking solution. Moreover, it can be combined with setups that already rely on a modified SystemC library which makes the approach applicable to a wide range of TLM models.

The only precondition of the suggested approach is that the executable SystemC TLM-2.0 model contains debug information that is compatible with GDB. Hence, while GCC and Clang-LLVM are thus supported, Microsoft Visual Studio is not.
The performance of the proposed method is considered in two phases which is the time that is spent to
- retrieve the run-time information of a given TLM design
- and transform it into the timed automata model and
- verify the transformed model against set of properties
  using the UPPAAL model checker
As illustrated in Table II, the extraction of a TLM-2.0 design’s run-time information is the major time consuming part of
the method. The information extraction process is expensive as the program is executed on GDB. To store the state of
the program during its simulation time on disk, the execution has to be halted repeatedly. Therefore, this time is related to
the complexity of an application and the amount of information to be extracted depending on the model’s timing parameters.
This complexity can be related to the lines of code and the number of transactions. Fig. 5 illustrates an analysis on run-
time information extraction based on the lines of code and
the number of transactions. For low numbers of transactions,
the designs with more lines of code and AT timing model exhibit an increased execution time. By increasing the
number of transactions and lines of code, the required time increases.
The maximum extraction is used by Locking-two (about 80
minutes).
As shown in Table II, the time consumed for the first step
by the proposed method is within a reasonable boundary for
the simple designs like LT-example and Routing Model or the
complex design AT-example with low numbers of transactions
in comparison to their compilation and execution time using
GCC. For complex designs such as Locking-two with large
numbers of transactions, the results in this table show the time
is still in order of minutes and hours meaning that while
the method may not be applicable for the figurative coffee break
of a developer, it still provides designers with a simple solution
to analyze a design’s behavior within reasonable time frames.
As the proposed method streams all information directly to
disk, the memory overhead for the first step is negligible.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a protocol compliance checking methodology
of SystemC TLM-2.0 designs has been proposed. The method
is based on formally verifying the simulation behavior of a
given SystemC TLM model by UPPAAL model checker. The
simulation behavior which describes the transactions of the
model is extracted automatically and non-intrusively using an
automated debugger. The transactions and TLM-2.0 protocol
rules are defined formally in terms of timed automata
and property language used by UPPAAL respectively. A formal
description of a large set of all TLM-2.0 protocol rules has
been provided in TCTL for the first time. Two types of
potential violations related to the transaction attributes
and communication semantics are defined and injected to the
original case studies to evaluate the proposed method.
The experimental results confirm the applicability and quality
of the proposed method to verify several TLM-2.0 designs with
different complexity. For future work, we plan to extend the
method to support both user-defined protocol and the TLM
model including transaction extension.
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